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Abstract 

This paper addresses the problem of scheduling radar 
dwells in multi-finctiorz phased array radar systems. The 
timing constraint of radar tasks are usually modeled by 
the ntiniinal and inaximal temporal distance between arty 
two consecutive dwells of a task. Such a timing constraint 
makes it dificult for traditional real-time scheduling tech- 
niques to prni-ide predicatable timing guarantee, without 
over-consuming rhe resources. We propose a novel ap- 
proach to model the dwells as periodic real-time tasks. The 
periods of the tasks are sytthesi:ed by the rninimal and 
maximal temporal distance constraint of the dwells. The 
synthetic periods allow the template-based scheduling al- 
gorithm to compute eficieiit dwell schedules with low over- 
head. We evaluate the algorithms via extensive simulations. 
Simulation results show that this algorithm can significantly 
iniprove the resource utilization, comparing with traditional 
dwell scheduling algorithms. 

1 Introduction 

In a multi-function phased m a y  radar system, radar 
tasks search or track targets in its surveillance space. To 
keep track of the targets, the system must meet its timing 
and energy constraints. The timing constraint enables the 
system to illuminate (electro-magnetic) waves on the targets 
with high probabilities; the energy constraint prevents the 
system from overheating damage. The system fails when it 
fails to meet any of these two constraints. 

A (radar) track task is an end-to-end task [ 1,2] with three 
subtasks: a control command subtask, a dwell subtask, and 
a signal processing subtask [3,4]. When a track task starts, 
the control command subtask generates the commands of 
sendingreceiving the waves. Next, based on the generated 
commands, the dwell subtask sends and receives the waves 
at a scheduled time. Then, the signal processing subtask 
processes the collected signal to discover the location of the 
tracked target. The system uses the result of the signal pro- 
cessing subtask to predict the movement of the target in the 
future. The estimated location of the target is given to the 
next instance of the track task and the execution sequence of 
the three subtasks repeats. The track task stops when there 
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is no need to monitor the movement of the target. 
In this paper, we focus on scheduling dwell subtasks on 

the radar antenna. This is because the executions of radar 
dwells are often the performance bottleneck of radar sys- 
tems. In addition, the cost of radar antenna are often too 
high to add as many as possible to improve the performance. 
However, the performance of the other two subtasks can be 
optimized by adding more processors to the systems. 

While sending the dwells, the system must maintain the 
minimal and maximal temporal distance between any two 
consecutive dwells of a track task. Figure 1 gives an illus- 
trative example. 

In the figure, the upper portion shows the trajectory of 
the tracked target and the n and (n + 1)-th dwells and the 
lower portion shows the time line. Suppose that the it-th 
dwell completes at time a. Processing window (a,  b] is the 
time interval for executing the signal and control command 
subtasks. To assure that the two subtasks execute com- 
pletely, the (it + 1)-th dwell cannot be scheduled in interval 
(a ,  b]. The difference b - a  is the minimal temporal distance 
of the dwells. The coverage of the waves and the estimates 
of the target location are shown as the shaded and dashed 
circles in the figure, respectively. Because the uncertainty 
of the velocity of the target increases as time goes on, the 
estimates of the target location also grow as time goes on. 
Within time interval (b ,d] ,  the coverage of the waves always 
contain the estimates of the target location. Therefore, when 
the (n + 1)-th dwell is sent after time d, the waves may miss 
the target with a high probability. The difference d - a is 
called the inaximal temporal distance of the two dwells and 
the interval (b ,d]  is the illumination window of the ( n  + 1)- 
th dwell. 

Traditionally, the system either disregards the actual tim- 
ing constraints (e.g., the best effort scheduling algorithms 
[4]) or uses the most stringent values just to be safe (e.g., 
using the half length of the maximal temporal distance as 
the period of periodic tasks.) As exemplified by Figure 1, 
the dwells of a track task may not be released at a con- 
stant time interval. The result is unpredictable timing be- 
havior and/or poor resource utilization. In addition, the "es- 
timated" scheduled time of the ( n +  1)-th dwell must be 
known before the control command subtask starts. Other- 
wise, the generated commands could be problematic. Tra- 
ditional dynamic real-time scheduling algorithms such EDF 
algorithm makes it difficult to predict the scheduled time be- 
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Figure 1. Temporal Distance Constraint 

fore a job is released. 
Our work is related to the works dealing with tempo- 

ral distance constraints (e.g., [S, 6, 7, SI). In these works, 
early completions are acceptable. However, as exemplified 
by Figure I, early completion fail the tasks. Kuo et al. in [9] 
propose a reservation-based approach for real-time dwell 
scheduling. This approach allows the system to guarantee 
the performance requirement when the schedulability con- 
dition holds. However, Kuo et al. assume that the sampling 
periods of tasks are known and do not consider the energy 
constraint. 

We extend the template-based scheduling algorithm pro- 
posed by [3, 101 and modify the idea of “synthetic period.” 
Note that, according to [3, lo], the periods of dwell tasks 
are assigned so that the tasks can be grouped based on their 
assigned periods. Hence, the template-based scheduling al- 
gorithms are able to off-line construct the dwell schedule 
for the performance requirement task set. However, this ap- 
proach only allows relatively small jitters on the temporal 
distance. As a result, when the system workload is high, 
the template-based scheduling algorithm may not be able to 
find a feasible schedule. To overcome this problem, the key 
idea of this paper is to determine a time interval for every 
dwell so that the dwell can be scheduled at any time within 
the time interval without considering the completion time 
of its preceding dwell. The template-based scheduling algo- 
rithm constructs the scheduling without grouping the tasks 
based on their periods. 

Section 2 that follows describes the task model and de- 
fines the terms used here. The section also states the prob- 
lem of scheduling radar dwells. Section 3 presents the pe- 
riod assignment algorithm to determine the synthetic period 
of each task. We also present the algorithm of transforming 
dwell tasks into periodic tasks with synthetic periods. Sec- 
tion 4 presents the algorithms conducting the schedulability 
analysis and constructing the template schedule. Section 

5 evaluates the algorithms against other scheduling algo- 
rithms such as template-based scheduling algorithm [3, 101 
via simulations. Lastly, Section 6 summarizes the paper. 

2 Formal Model and Problem Statement 

Formal Model A dwell parrent, called a dwell for short 
and denoted by W, sends and receives electro-magnetic 
waves. A dwell is defined by its execution time and power 
function. The execution of a dwell consists of three sequen- 
tial phases: seriding, round-trip delay, and receiving phase. 
During the sending and receiving phases of a dwell, the sys- 
tem should not preempt the dwell. A dwell fails when it 
is preempted in these two phases. The radar system could 
be idle or execute other dwells during the round-trip delay 
phase of one dwell. The execution time of a dwell W, de- 
noted by ew. is the sum of the times to execute these three 
phases of dwell W .  The amount of power consumed by a 
dwell is described by a time function. A power function 
&(t)  of dwell W for 0 5 f 5 ew denotes the consumed 
power at the elapsed time f since the dwell has started to ex- 
ecute. During the round-trip delay phase, a dwell consumes 
no power and the values of the power function are zero. A 
dwell is defined as W = (eW,&(t)) .  

Thus far, and in our subsequent discussion, we use the 
terms task and job as they are commonly used in real-time 
systems literature [ I l ,  5, 121. A job is an instance of the 
illumination of a radar dwell. A task is a sequence of jobs 
that have identical or similar characteristics and timing re- 
quirements. We call tasks T I ,  T2, etc. In addition, we call 
the j-th instance of task job Ji,j. Except for where it is 
stated otherwise, by a task and a job, we mean a dwell sub- 
task and a job of a dwell subtask, respectively. 

The timing parameters of a task Tj includes its release 
time, execution time, minimal temporal distance and maxi- 
mal temporal distance. The release time of task 6, denoted 
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by r;, is the instant of time at which the task becomes known 
to the system. The execution time, denoted by e;,  is the time 
required to send and receive the waves. The minimal tem- 
poral distance and maximal temporal distance of task z, de- 
noted by &;,,,,;,, and is the lower and upper bound for 
the temporal distance of its jobs, respectively. The ilhniina- 
tion time of a job is the instant of time at which the radar sys- 
tem starts sending the radar beams for the job. The illunii- 
naiion window of job J; , j  is a time interval which starts 8;,,,t;n 
units of time after the illumination time of its preceding job 
Jij-1 and whose length is the difference - 8;,,,l;,,. For 
the first job of a task, its illumination windows starts at 8i,,,li,, 
units of time after the release time of the task. 

A feasible inierval of a job is the time interval during 
which the job always meets its temporal distance constraint 
if it executes from start to completion in the interval. When 
the start time of the preceding job of a job is known, the 
feasible interval can be equal to the illumination window of 
the job. 

Timing Constraint The following definition states the 
timing constraint of a dwell job. 

Definition 2.1 (In-Time Completion of Dwell Jobs). A 
dwell job executes to completion if there is no interruption 
during its sending and receiving phases. A dwell job coin- 
pleies in time if and only if it execuies to coinpletion within 
its illuininaiion window. 

A dwell task completes in time if all its jobs complete in 
time. The following definition states the timing constraint 
of a dwell task. 

Definition 2.2 (In-Time Completion of Dwell Tasks). A 
dwell task cornpleies in time if and on1.y if all of iis dwell 
jobs complete in time. 

Problem Statements The performance requirement of a 
radar system is often given as a set of search and track sce- 
narios. A scenario describes how many search and track 
tasks it should be able to execute simultaneously in or- 
der to monitor the surveillance space. Such a scenario 
can be transformed into a radar task set, denoted by T = 
{?*, T;, ..., TG}, in which radar tasks are indexed in ascend- 
ing order of their maximal temporal distances. In this paper, 

Illumination Windou 

Feasible In tend  

we assume there is only one performance requirement for 
the system and only one radar antenna in the system. The 
real-time dwell scheduling problem is stated as follows: We 
are given the performance requirement T = { T; , T2f, .. ., T: 1 
and the energy threshold ETH for a look-back period T. In 
addition, non-critical dwell task Ti for j > N may arrive at 
any time after the system starts. The problem is to find a 
scheduling algorithm so that all the tasks in set T meet their 
timing constraints and there is no energy constraint viola- 
tion for all times. In addition, we want to schedule as many 
non-critical tasks as possible. 

3 Period Synthesis and Dwell Scheduling 

3.1 Preliminary Discussion 

According to the definition of feasible intervals, a job 
meets its timing constraint if it is scheduled to start within 
its feasible interval. However, assigning the feasible inter- 
vals for jobs is not trivial. Figure 2 gives an illustrative ex- 
ample. 

Suppose the n-th job starts to illuminate at time 0 and the 
minimal and maximal temporal distance are a and a + b, 
respectively. The illumination window of the (n + 1)-th 
job is interval [a,a + b] and can be set as its feasible in- 
terval, shown as the cross-hatched box in the first time line 
in the figure. However, computing the feasible interval of 
the (n + 2)-th job is not trivial. Although ( n  + 1)-th job can 
be scheduled at any time in interval [a,a + b], it is sufficient 
to consider only two cases: the job start at time a and time 
a + b. This is because the the length of the illumination 
window is a constant, which is b in this example. When the 
(11 + 1)-th job starts to execute at time a, the illumination 
window of the (n  + 2)-th job is interval [2a, 2a + b], shown 
on the second time line in the figure. When the (n + 1)-th 
job starts to execute at time a + b, the illumination window 
of the (11  + 2)-th job is interval [2a + b,2a + 2b], shown on 
the third time line in the figure. The feasible interval of the 
job must be the overlapping region of all the possible illumi- 
nation windows. Unfortunately, there is no overlap between 
these two illumination windows, as shown in the figure. In 
other words, if the (n + 1)-th job is allowed to start at any 
time in its illumination window [a,a + b], the length of the 
feasible interval of the (11  + 2)-th job is zero. 
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3.2 Period Synthesis Algorithm 

The key idea of the Period Synthesis Algorithm is to 
limit the jobs to be executed in certain time intervals so that 
the feasible intervals of the following jobs can be analyzed, 
without knowing the exact illumination times of the jobs. 
Figure 3 gives an illustrative example. 

Again, the n-th job starts to illuminate at time 0 and the 
minimal and maximal temporal distance are a and a + b, re- 
spectively. Hence, the illumination window of the (n+ 1)-th 
dwell is [a,a + b]. Rather allowing the (n  + 1)-th job to start 
at any time in its illumination window, the Period Synthe- 
sis Algorithm limits the (t i  + 1)-th job to start in interval 
[a,a + $1, shown as the cross-hatched box on the first time 
line in the figure. Because interval [a,a + $1 completely 
overlaps with the illumination window of the ( n  + 1)-th job, 
the interval can be set as the feasible interval of the (11  + 1)- 
th job. When the ( i i  + 1)-th job starts at time a, the illumina- 
tion windows of the (11  + 2)-th job is [2a,2a + b];  When the 
(11  + 1)-th job starts at time a + 4, the illumination windows 
of the ( 1 1  + 2)-th job is [2a + ib ,2a  + $b] .  As shown on the 
second time line in the figure, these two illumination win- 
dows overlap at interval [2a + i b ,  2a + b], which can be set 
as the feasible interval of the (n  + 2)-th job. The figure also 
shows that the distance of any two time instants in these two 
feasible intervals are bounded by a and a + b. Hence, when 
the ( t i  + 1)-th and ( i i  + 2)-th jobs start to execute at any time 
within their corresponding feasible intervals, the temporal 
distance is bounded by a and a + b. Sinularly, the feasible 
interval of the (11  + 3)-th job is interval [3a + b,3a + i b ] ,  
shown on the third time line in the figure. The feasible in- 
tervals have constant length $ and repeat for a + $ units of 
time, which is called the synthetic period of the task. Hence, 
the task can be modeled as a periodic task whose jobs are 
released at a constant interval a + $. 
Period Synthesis Algorithm. Given a task set T = 
{T; ,  T;, ..., T i } .  the Period Synthesis alprithin coritputes 
die period and relative deadline for each task q* in the fol- 
lowing steps: 

G i q r ) ,  the Pe- Step 1 .  For each task q* = (Wi, 

riod Synthesis algorithin trarisfornis task q* to a pe- 
riodic task whose relative deadline is d; = 
and syithetic period is s; = B i , m a r ~ b i T m i r r .  

Step 2 .  For each sythetic period s; for  1 5 i 5 N [SI, 
2.1. The haniioiiic base b; is dejried as b; = 
s;/2T~o~2 $1. 

p . .  - b. x 2L'OS2 $1. 

2.2.  With respect to the harntonic base bi, the 
specialized period of task Ti for  1 5 j 5 N is 

.. . 
J d  - 1 

2.3. The total instantaneous utilization for har- 
inonic base bi is U; = Cy==, ej/Pj,;. 

Step 3. Select the period Pj = Pj,; j o r  each task Tj for  
1 5 j 5 N such that the total instanfarteous utilization 

for base b;, i.e., U;, is the rniriiiital. 

We show that the synthetic period s; computed at Step 1 
is the optimal. 

Theorem 3.1. Given a dwell task 7;.* = ( ~ , ~ ; , m ; , ~ , ~ ; , r l l o ~ - ) .  

, - x is the nmxiiml constant relative deadline 

arid s; = - is the nmxinial constant period for the 
task. 

d ,  - &mar-& mm 

Proof: The theorem follows straightforwardly. 

3.3 Dwell Scheduling 

Schedulability is tested by exact analysis, Le., construct- 
ing the schedule of the tasks for the hyper-period. The 
template-based scheduling algorithm [3, 103 constructs a li- 
brary of templates which optimize the schedule of a set of 
jobs in a short time interval to reduce the residual heat, and 
uses the templates as the building blocks to efficiently con- 
struct the schedule. The Synthetic Period Template-Based 
(SPTB) algorithm is an extended template-based schedul- 
ing algorithm. The scheduling priorities of jobs are defined 
by the absolute deadlines of the jobs. The earlier the dead- 
line, the higher the priority. When selecting the template, 
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Table 1. Dwell Task Parameters 

High Priority Search I 1 (1.4, 1 )  (5. 0.0. I )  I (500. IOOO) 
Confirmation Task 

High-Precision Track 
Precision Track 
Normal Track 

Low-Priority Search 

the SPTB algorithm uses the first-fit bin-packing algorithm 
[13]. In the SFTB algorithm, the jobs scheduled in one tem- 
plate may not have the same period, which allows the sys- 
tem to utilize the resource better. When there exists a sched- 
ule for the given task set, the system can repeat the schedule 
for every hyper-period of the task set. Both the energy and 
timing constraints are met. 

2 (1.4. I )  (4.0.0.1) (200, 800) 
3 (0.5, 1.0.5) (4.0.0.1) (50, 180) 
4 ( I .  2. 1) (4.0. 0.1) (250,600) 
5 (1.2, 1 )  (3. 0. 0.1) (850, IOOO) 
6 (0.5, 1,O.S) (3.0.0.1) (750, 1800) 

4 Performance Evaluation 

We evaluated the Period Synthesis and SPTB scheduling 
algorithm by extensive simulations and compared their per- 
formance against that of the priority-driven best-effort algo- 
rithm [4] and Least Template Slack First (LTSF) template- 
based scheduling algorithm [lo]. 

The parameters for radar dwells are based on the param- 
eters described by Kuo et al. [9] and similar to the parame- 
ters used in [3] and [lo]. Search tasks always present in the 
system. Each search task can potentially generate one con- 
firmation task. On completion of a confirmation task, track 
tasks are generated based on a uniform distribution for the 
results of the confirmation task. A confirmation task can 
generate a track task with probability varied from 0.1 to 
0.8. The track task can be a high-precision track with prob- 
ability p h p r ,  a precision track with probability p p r ,  or a nor- 
mal track with probability p f r l ,  such that p/lpt  + ppl  + pfrl  = 
1. In our simulations, we set p/lpr  = pPt = pfu .  

The workload parameters are listed in Table 1. The three 
element tuples for execution time and power consumption 
denote the time and average power consumption for the 
sending, round-trip delay and receiving phases of a dwell 
task. The pair (Cntjf,,Cnuu;) denotes the minimal and maxi- 
mum temporal distance between the dwells of a task. 

The performance requirement of the simulated system 
is 45 high priority search tasks, 10 confirmation tasks, 10 
high-precision tracks, 10 precision tracks, 5 normal tracks 
and 20 low-priority search tasks. The system should be able 
to execute all these tasks simultaneously. Tasks not in the 
performance requirement are scheduled based on their se- 
mantic importance. The energy threshold is 2505 and with 
an energy look-back period of 200rns. 

We use three performance metrics to measure the perfor- 
mance of our algorithms: mean utilization, mean rejection 
rate, and mean (admission control) overhead. The mean uri- 
Zizuriorl is the fraction of time the antenna is either sending 
or receiving electro-magnetic beams. The mean rejection 
rufe refers to the fraction of dwells that do not complete in 
time. They include tasks that fail the admission control test 
or are dropped because a critical task arrives. The inean 

overhead is the amount of time being used to conduct the 
schedulability analysis. 

4.1 Results and Discussion 

The result shows that the proposed approach increases 
the mean utilization and reduces the rejection rates. Note 
that the simulated system may not be able to achieve 100% 
utilization. This is because the system has to meet the en- 
ergy constraint, which may limit the maximal utilization 
of the antenna. Comparing with the LTSF template-based 
scheduling algorithm, the mean utilizations have been in- 
creased by 5% to 10% as shown in Figure 4(a). Note that 
the LTSF template-based scheduling algorithm by itself in- 
creases the mean utilization by 15% to 20%, comparing 
with the best-effort algorithm [ 101. In other words, without 
replacing the physical antenna, the SFTB scheduling algo- 
rithm can track more targets simultaneously and the system 
meets the energy and timing constraints. The mean rejec- 
tion rate have been reduced up to 20% as shown in Fig- 
ure 4(b) and (c). The performance of tracking other targets 
show the similar results and are not plotted. 

The trade-off is the overhead of admission control. 
The PSTB algorithm requires more time than the LTSF 
template-based scheduling algorithm to conduct the schedu- 
lability analysis. However, as shown in Figure 4(d), the 
mean overhead is less than his on our simulation machine 
which uses one Intel Pentium 4 2GHz processor and 512 
MB memory. In practice, more processors can be added to 
reduce the admission control overhead. 

5 Summary 

We presented here the dwell job model that character- 
izes real-time radar dwells. A radar dwell has to com- 
plete within some time interval to meet its timing constraint. 
We developed an algorithm to synthesize tasks with non- 
harmonic periods using tasks with harmonic periods. The 
synthetic periods allow the system to decouple actual task 
periods (harmonic or not) from the temporal distance con- 
straints. We also developed the Fewer-Template-Slack-First 
template scheduling algorithm to schedule dwell jobs in 
their feasible intervals. 

We evaluated the proposed template scheduling algo- 
rithm by extensive simulations and compared their perfor- 
mance against that of the LTSF and best efforts algorithm. 
The result shows that SFTB algorithm increases the re- 
sources utilization and reduces the rejection rates. In other 
words, using tasks with synthetic periods better utilizes the 
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Figure 4. Performance Evaluation Results 

system resources and the algorithm can effectively schedule 
tasks to meet their timing constraints. 
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